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Furthermore, the software can  be installed on a 
desktop computer allowing offline programming from 
the office. This enables the operator to prepare 
bending programs in advance and to visualize 
running machine parameters. When completed, just 
download the program to the machine via CD, USB 
flash drive, your local network or even the Internet. 
TheThe machine may run a program at the same time 
the database is in use by another PC, achieving true 
online programming, which increases the available 
production time, and minimizes preparation and set 
up time.

The PC communicates with the PLC -  SIEMENS ET 
200SP, CPU 1510SP-1 PN - through a CAN field bus 
system, which ensures high speed data transfer 
rates and reliability. All CNC bending programs, as 
well as language support and machine dependant 
constants are stored in databases on the hard drive 
(Microsoft sql-server). Therefore, there are virtually no 
limitslimits to the number of programs that can be stored. 
For loading data and backup purposes, you may 
also use a USB flash drive. 

NEW ROUNDO wCNC4 runs under a Microsoft Windows 64 bit Operating System installed on an 
Industrial Siemens PC terminal – Simatic IPC 277E, 8GB RAM, CELERON N2930, 80GB SSD - complete with 
mouse pad and touch screen, placed on the machine’s control console. 
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In 1985, ROUNDO was the first to develop CNC controls specifically 
adapted to bending machines. Since then, we have steadily enhanced and 
expanded the capabilities of our systems, allowing us to maintain our 
position as the world leader in this area as well. We have delivered almost 
1,000 CNC-controlled bending machines, giving us the experience and 
know-how that all future customers will benefit from.
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One linear encoder for each side roll.
Side roll parallelism manually adjusted by 
pushbuttons.
Lower roll parallelism is manually set.
Lower roll position not programmable, 
except pinch/release commands.
LowerLower roll pinching pressure manually 
adjusted.

Full control of hydraulic guide rolls in 
all directions.
AdjustmentAdjustment of pitch and diameter for 
the spiralling device and setting of 
hydraulic pulling unit incl. pressure 
adjustment with HMI.
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For more information about ROUNDO wCNC4 please get in 
contact with us at service@roundo.com or give us a call at 
+39 030 995 8735

Most user-friendly and powerful CNC in the market.

Same instructions and operating principles as previous version.

No previous technical skills and experience needed.

No restrictions when it comes to number of programs or number of program lines.

Possibility to stop the program while running and resume it where you left.

Improved and enhanced offline programming on laptop or office-PC.

Easier to move pEasier to move programs between machine and offline PC (improved Import/Export function).

Easy and clear programming with Text & Graphic Interface.

Info available in every function and window.

User-interface fully customizable for each user’s needs.

Forward-looking: Siemens hardware to enable our customers to find spare parts on the market 
in an easy and quick way for many years to come.

Changing tool set, material-parameters and programs with ROUNDO CNC One-Click-Change.

Unlimited communication possibilities via OPC, HTTP and ROUNDO CNC Message RouteUnlimited communication possibilities via OPC, HTTP and ROUNDO CNC Message Router.

Enhanced programming assistance with Roundo CNC Wizards.

Online-Assistance available.



info@roundo.com          
service@roundo.com

+39 030 995 8735
+39 030 995 8771
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